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Your New Golden Age
Part II
Your God Presence holds the key to living in the new Golden Age, for
only as that Self—which is always and only in the present—can your
mind, heart and body see and feel the natural world around you as the
paradise it truly is. Living in paradise is a state of mind and a state of
being that supports whatever will truly initiate and sustain a Golden Age
on every level of life. The world around you was originally created to
sustain everyone’s wellbeing and humanity was given the responsibility to
create whatever would maintain that wellbeing. You have always been the
creators of your world and now a clarion call has gone forth inviting you
to build a more loving world that will truly support everyone, as well as
the beauty and the wonder of the natural world.
~ The Elohim (the beings who assist you in creating your world)

The great Love and Light of Source is expanding its frequencies within
the etheric sphere of energy that is around your body. In the center of
this sphere is a Divine Spark that is encoded with the unlimited energies
of Source. That Spark is also seeded in your Spiritual Heart and the heart
of your Presence and it has been with you since your first inception from
out of the womb of the Creator that contains both the male and the
feminine essences of Source.
The consciousness of your Presence that is seeded in your Divine Spark
is now being revitalized and expanded to assist you in remembering how
to create as your Presence within a unified field of Source Love and
Light. Your year of 2012 is a vital turning point in your evolutionary
journey as it continues to amplify your ongoing potential to create and
live from a reality base that is outside of all the limiting thoughts and
feelings that have ever established the fear-based consciousness that is
still prevalent in much of the 3rd dimensional world.
It is from the consciousness of your Presence that you will be calling
upon the higher dimensional frequencies of Source to create your new
Golden Age and this is why those frequencies have been accumulating
within the sphere around your body as well as within the etheric energies
of your Spiritual Centers. These Centers are now beginning to hold the
Divine energies that will be a natural part of your life in the new Golden
Age.
Many of you are seeing and feeling the magnetic pull of the Great Love
and Light that is calling you deeper into the God Self you truly are.
When you become more deeply aligned with your original Divine Spark,
this relationship becomes increasingly more palpable to your mind, your
feeling nature and your physical body. As you go through the Great Shift
of the Ages, you will sense, feel and know it is this alignment that gives
you an increasingly more palpable experience of living as your God
Presence on Earth.

If the full embodiment of your Presence is your chosen focus for 2012,
then everything and anything that needs to be transformed out of your
old paradigm programming is going to arise to be converted back into
the Love and Light of Source. When that occurs, know that all is more
than well and everything that is happening in your life is a blessing. If
you continue to maintain a deep sense of gratitude no matter what your
life looks like in this moment, then you will find your life changing in
unexpected positive ways because gratitude is a magnet for your good,
whereas discontent pushes away your good and it can even repel those
who may want to love you more than you know.
Gratitude is a vital step in transforming, loving free and lifting out of
your life any limiting 3rd dimensional thoughtforms that may still be
supporting the duality/fear/separation matrix that has been the
foundation of life on your Earth for a very long time. As this old
information moves up and out of the cells of your body, you will start
feeling more and more of the internal and external freedom that is
completely natural to your Presence and to living in a glorious new
Golden Age of Freedom.
We of the Ascended Realm have created courses to aid you in realizing
this freedom.
***
The Courses at Walk the Earth as a Living Master have been designed
by the Ascended Masters to assist you in embodying the Presence and
living in freedom and abundance. To learn more about the Mastery and
Golden Age Courses and Teachers Trainings, go to:
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on the menu:
* Consciously Create 2012 & Beyond in Unlimitedness & Joy Part 1
& II (now available online)
* Co-Creating a New Golden Age Course (now an online course)

* Golden Age Man and Woman Course (now an online course)
* Golden Age Man and Woman Teachers Certification Training
(soon online)
* Golden Age Children Course for Parents & Teachers (now an
online course)
* Golden Age Children Teachers Certification Training
(now
available online)
* Mastery I, II and III Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living
Master (now online) To learn how you can work personally with the
Masters
to
achieve
your
own
mastery,
go
to:
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click on Mastery I
from the menu.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered by
the Ascended Masters Mystery School, created by the Ascended Masters
to assist humanity in living their mastery. The receivers of the Masters’
transmissions, facilitators of the Courses and coordinators of the school
are Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart
Initiation: Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and has been receiving
transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has been in
communication with the Masters for over 30 years, past Director of The
School for Self-Mastery and Center for Esoteric Studies and has written
more than a dozen spiritual books.
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